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Abstract People usually travel together with others in groups for different purposes, such as family members for visiting

relatives, colleagues for business, friends for sightseeing and so on. Especially, the family groups, as a kind of the most com-

mon consumer units, have a considerable scale in the field of passenger transportation market. Accurately identifying family

groups can help the carriers to provide passengers with personalized travel services and precise product recommendation.

This paper studies the problem of finding family groups in the field of civil aviation and proposes a family group detection

method based on passenger social networks. First of all, we construct passenger social networks based on their co-travel

behaviors extracted from the historical travel records; secondly, we use a collective classification algorithm to classify the

social relationships between passengers into family or non-family relationship groups; finally, we employ a weighted com-

munity detection algorithm to find family groups, which takes the relationship classification results as the weights of edges.

Experimental results on a real dataset of passenger travel records in the field of civil aviation demonstrate that our method

can effectively find family groups from historical travel records.

Keywords passenger social network, family group, collective classification, community detection

1 Introduction

People usually travel to the same destinations and

for the same purposes together with other people in

groups, such as family members for taking a vacation

or visiting relatives, colleagues for business, friends for

sightseeing or attending major events and so on. Espe-

cially, family groups as one of the most common travel

consumer units, have a considerable scale in the field of

civil aviation market. If we can figure out a method to

accurately detect family groups in the massive amount

of passengers, it will greatly help carriers to provide per-

sonalized travel services and precise product recommen-

dation to passengers[1]. For example, family members

usually like to sit together with each other on airplanes,

so airlines can reserve adjacent seats for family groups

to improve their satisfaction; airports can provide con-

venient check-in channels for family groups with chil-

dren or elders to increase their convenience; travel agen-

cies can recommend suitable travel lines according to

different family patterns (such as couples, nuclear fami-

lies, three-generation families); and airlines can provide

specialized services for high-value family groups. At the

same time, the statistics of family groups will greatly

help the governments or related organizations to make

decisions. For example, analyzing the travel patterns of

different types of families can assist airlines to optimize

their product portfolios and help local governments to

improve city infrastructure and adjust the destination

image[2-3].

With the rapid development of information tech-

nology, airlines accumulate sufficient information about
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passengers and their historical travel behaviors in the

passenger information systems (PIS), which provides

us a potential way to effectively discover family groups

from the massive amount of passengers. The greatest

challenge of finding family passenger groups is to dis-

cover family relations between the massive amount of

passengers. Specifically, one may travel together with

many others in many trips, but how could we know

which ones are his/her family members? In addition,

many real-world family relations may miss in the histo-

rical travel records because some family members have

never flew together, and this situation will hinder us

from discovering intact families.

In this paper, we propose a novel method to dis-

cover family groups based on the personal information

and historical travel records of passengers, from the per-

spective of detecting specific community structures in

social networks.

First, we construct a specific kind of large-scale pas-

senger social networks, called co-travel networks, by ex-

tracting social relations between passengers from their

historical travel records. In the field of civil aviation,

the social relations in co-travel networks can be ob-

tained from the information of booking tickets together

which is recorded as passenger name records (PNRs) in

PIS, and such networks can to some extent reflect the

real social relations between passengers.

Fig.1 gives a simple example of a family group in

a co-travel network consisting of nine passengers. The

letters and the numbers in a bracket indicate the gen-

der, the age, and the historical travel times of a pas-

senger respectively, whereas the number beside an edge

indicates the historical co-travel times between two pas-

sengers. The red solid lines in the figure represent

family relations, while the blue dotted lines represent

college relations and the green dashed lines represent

friend relations. According to the types of social rela-

tions, we can easily detect the family group (indicated

by the red dashed ellipse) which is composed of family

relations.

Next, we will discover family groups based on the co-

travel networks of civil aviation. Intuitively, this prob-

lem can be straightforwardly treated as a community

detection problem. However, general community detec-

tion algorithms[4] cannot generate typed communities,

because they do not take into account the community

types. Actually, in social networks, the types (i.e., the

topics) of communities are mainly determined by the

labels of relations between people. For example, fam-

ily relations form family communities, friend relations

form friend communities, and colleague relations form

colleague communities. In this paper, discovering fam-

ily groups is a specific problem of typed community

detection.
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Fig.1. Simple example of a family group in a co-travel network.

In order to discover family groups, we need to iden-

tify the types of relations in co-travel networks at the

first place, i.e., to determine which ones are family re-

lations and which ones are not. The identification of

family relations is really a classification problem and

the most straightforward method is employing tradi-

tional classifiers. We can generate a series of basic fea-

tures for relation classification, including historical co-

travel characteristics (such as co-travel times, co-travel

mileages, and co-travel times on holidays), demographic

characteristics (such as gender, age, and family name)

and network-based characteristics (such as the num-

ber of common neighbors). Traditional classification is

based on an assumption of independent and identical

distribution (IID); however, the labels of relations are

not completely independent. For example, if passengers

A and B are family members, so are passengers B and

C, then the probability that passengers A and C are

also family members becomes higher. Consequently,

we need to simultaneously decide on the labels of all

the passenger relations together, rather than to classify

each relation separately, which is so called collective

inference[5]. In this paper, we employ conditional ran-

dom fields[6] to execute the collective classification of

passenger relations.

Finally, we discover family groups based on the re-

sults of relation classification. For each relation, we take

the probability that it belongs to the “Family” relations
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as the weight; and then we employ weighted community

detection algorithms to discover family communities.

Our proposed framework utilizes not only the link

structure but also the types of links in social networks

to discover the specific type of communities, i.e., fam-

ily groups, which overcomes the shortcomings of gene-

ral community detection methods. Therefore, it will

expectedly resolve the family discovery problem very

well.

We experiment on a real dataset in the field of civil

aviation. Experimental results demonstrate that our

method which discovers family groups based on rela-

tion classification in passenger co-travel networks can

effectively discover family groups from the passenger

information data and their historical travel records. In

addition, the results also indicate that in the phase of

relation classification, the collective inference strategy

is much superior to the traditional classifiers, while in

the phase of community detection, the weighted com-

munity detection outperforms other general methods.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The

next section provides a brief introduction of related

work. Section 3 formally defines the problem and Sec-

tion 4 presents typed community detection methods

based on relation classification, followed by the experi-

mental evaluations in Section 5. Finally, we give the

conclusions of our work in Section 6.

2 Related Work

In recent years, there are many researches related

to family behaviors in travel and tourism manage-

ment. For example, Lehto et al.[7] studied the cor-

relation between vacation activities and family cohe-

sion, and found that spending leisure time with family

on holidays has a great influence on family function

and thus family travelling becomes a very important

part of tourism marketing. Prayag et al.[8] studied the

travel motivation of elders, and illustrated that enter-

tainment with family is one of the most important rea-

sons. Barlés-Arizón et al.[9] also studied the travel pat-

terns of different family structures. These researches

have been successfully applied to many fields, such as

the improvement of tourism product involvement[2] and

airport services[10].

A similar work to our family detection prob-

lem is predicting social circles of users in their ego

networks[11], which was posed as a node clustering prob-

lem on a user’s ego network, and network structure as

well as user profile is combined for detecting circles.

However, this work also did not consider the types of

social circles, such as family circles, colleague circles,

classmate circles or friend circles.

In order to identify the types of social communi-

ties, we should first identify the types of social rela-

tions. Relation classification has been an important re-

search topic in social network mining. In recent years,

there have been many studies on inferring the mean-

ings of social relations. Zhao et al.[12] used relational

Markov networks to predict the types of relations be-

tween terrorists. Diehl et al.[13] introduced a method

to identify the manager-subordinate relations by learn-

ing a ranking function. Eagle et al.[14] presented using

communication patterns to infer friendship relations in

mobile social networks. Wang et al.[15] proposed an

unsupervised probabilistic model to mine the advisor-

advisee relations from publication networks. Crandall

et al.[16] investigated the problem of inferring friend-

ship between people from co-occurrence in time and

space. Tang et al.[17] proposed a partially-labeled pair-

wise factor graph model (PLP-FGM) to infer the types

of social ties within a semi-supervised framework. Wan

et al.[18] presented a community-based conditional ran-

dom field model to label the relationships in social net-

works. Tang et al.[19] studied the problem of inferring

social ties across heterogeneous networks. The major

focus of these studies is how to make use of the at-

tributes of relations and the structural information of

social networks to collectively infer the types of social

relations.

The problem of discovering family groups can be

essentially treated as a community detection problem.

Community structure[20-21] is a very hot research is-

sue in the field of social networks. A general commu-

nity detection problem can be modeled as an unsuper-

vised learning problem. A large number of commu-

nity detection algorithms[4] have been developed. For

example, the most original and famous one is the GN

algorithm[22], which is based on modularity function

and followed by numerous variations, such as BGLL[23];

the Infomap algorithm[24] based on information theory

is widely recognized as one of the most accurate and

stable community detection algorithms; Label Propa-

gation algorithm (LPA)[25] is one of the most efficient

community detection algorithms. In recent years, the

researches on overlapping community detection have re-

ceived more and more attentions and many relevant

algorithms are emerging, such as clique percolation[26]

based on complete sub-graph, hierarchical clustering[27]

based on division of edge, LFM[28] based on local op-
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timization and COPRA[29] based on label propaga-

tion. However, the general community detection al-

gorithms do not consider the types of communities, so

they cannot produce typed communities (such as fam-

ily communities, colleagues communities, and so on),

and the discovered communities are not interpreted.

Some researchers study the general community detec-

tion problem on signed networks where both positive

and negative links are present. For example, Traag

and Bruggeman[30] extended an existing Potts[31] model

to incorporate negative links by adapting the concept

of modularity to detect communities, which solves a

long-standing problem in the theory of social balance,

namely the clustering of signed graphs.

In this paper, we discover family groups from pas-

senger information and historical travel records, based

on relation classification and community detection. It

is very interesting to study the relations between pas-

sengers from the perspective of social networks. Lin et

al.[32] used historical co-travel records to construct pas-

senger social networks and infer the travel purposes of

passenger groups, that is, to identify whether a passen-

ger group is a tourist group or a business group. This

research is very useful for airlines and corresponding

agencies to better understand the passengers and pro-

vide them targeted travel services or product recom-

mendation, as well as to adjust the product portfolios

and marketing strategies. Our work in this paper fur-

ther studies how to discover family groups from massive

passengers, which is believable to be applied to the pre-

cision marketing and decision making.

3 Definitions

In this section, we give some necessary definitions

first and then formulate the research problems.

Definition 1 (Passenger Group). A passenger

group g = (Pg , orig, dstg, disg, d dateg, r dateg) is a

collection of passengers who book tickets together for

a certain travel, where Pg = {pi} is a set of passen-

gers, orig and dstg are the common origin and the com-

mon destination of the travel, disg is the mileage of the

travel, and d dateg and r dateg are the departure date

and the return date of the travel, respectively.

Obviously, we have |Pg| > 1, where |Pg| = 1 means

a passenger travels alone.

In practice, airlines record the data of all their pas-

senger groups in their information systems. Given a

large set of passenger groups S = {g1, g2 . . . gn} in a

period of time, we can construct co-travel networks by

extracting co-travel relations from S.

Definition 2 (Co-Travel Networks). A co-travel

network is a graph G = (V,E), where V is a node set,

and each node pi ∈ V represents a passenger; E is an

edge set, and each edge eij = (pi, pj) ∈ E indicates that

passengers pi and pj have booked tickets and traveled

together at least once.

The relations in co-travel networks represent the

passengers’ pairwise behaviors of booking tickets and

travelling together, which reflect the real social rela-

tions between passengers to some extent. For training

and evaluating our proposed method, we need to anno-

tate a sample dataset. However, because of the diffi-

culty of observing the social relations in the real world,

we can only annotate very little part of relations in

large-scale co-travel networks. We call such networks

as sparsely labeled networks.

Definition 3 (Sparsely Labeled Co-Travel Net-

works). A sparsely labeled co-travel network is an aug-

mented co-travel network denoted as G = (V,EL, EU ).

V is a node set; EL is a labeled edge set, and each

edge eij ∈ EL indicates a relation whose label is known

(such as a family or colleague relation); EU is an un-

labeled edge set, and each edge eij ∈ EU indicates a

relation whose label is unknown. Obviously, we have

EL ∪ EU = E.

In sparsely labeled co-travel networks, we can take

the labeled relations as training data to learn a classi-

fier to infer other unlabeled relations. We can define

the problem as follows:

Problem 1 (Relation Classification). Given a

sparsely labeled co-travel network G = (V,EL, EU ), the

objective is to learn a function:

f : G = (V,EL, EU ) → L,

where L is the label space of the problem, i.e., all the

possible types of social relations.

Our goal in this paper is to identify whether an un-

labeled relation is a family relation or not, and in this

case, the problem can be treated as a binary classifica-

tion problem.

Definition 4 (Weighted Co-Travel Network). In a

sparsely labeled co-travel network G = (V,EL, EU ), af-

ter the relation classification, we will get the probability

that an edge eij ∈ E belongs to a certain relation type;

then we treat the probability as the weight of the relation

and form a weighted co-travel network G = (V,EW ).

Definition 5 (Family Group). We employ CF =

(V F , EF ) to represent a family group, where V F is a

set of family members and V F ∈ V , EF is a set of

relations between passengers and EF ∈ EW .
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Problem 2 (Discovering Family Groups in Co-

Travel Networks). Given a weighted co-travel network

G = (V,EW ), the objective is to cluster all the nodes

and get a set CF = {cFk } which makes each node only

belong to a single community cFk ∈ CF , where cFk rep-

resents a family group.

For clarity, the notations used in this paper are sum-

marized in Table 1.

Table 1. List of Notations

Notation Description

G = (V,E) Co-travel network

G = (V,EL, EU ) Sparsely labeled co-travel network

G = (V,EW ) Weighted co-travel network

cF
k

= (V F
k

, EF
k
) Family group

pi, pj Passenger

eij Relation between passengers pi and pj

g Passenger group

Pg Member set of passenger group g

Rij Set of co-travel records between passengers

pi and pj

rtij The t-th co-travel record in Rij

seatti Seat number of passenger pi on his/her t-th

co-travel

checkint
i Check-in number of passenger pi on his/her

t-th co-travel

miletij Mileage of the t-th co-travel in Rij

d datetij Departure date of the t-th co-travel in Rij

r datetij Return date of the t-th co-travel in Rij

oritij Origin of the t-th co-travel in Rij

dsttij Destination of the t-th co-travel in Rij

distij Distance between oritij and dsttij

agei Age of passenger pi

genderi Gender of passenger pi

birth placei Birth place of passenger pi

surnamei Surname of passenger pi

Wij Weight of relation eij

di Degree of passenger pi in G

Γi Set of neighbor nodes of pi

SPij Set of shortest paths passing through eij

4 Proposed Approach

In this section, we will introduce the approach of dis-

covering family groups in civil aviation passenger social

networks in details. Overall, our proposed framework

includes four steps as follows:

• step 1: construct co-travel networks from histori-

cal travel records;

• step 2: generate features for passenger relations,

including historical co-travel statistics, demographic

characteristics, and network-based features;

• step 3: classify passenger relations in co-travel

networks;

• step 4: discover family groups in co-travel net-

works via different kinds of community detection met-

hods, based on the results of relation classification.

4.1 Constructing Co-Travel Networks

As mentioned before, airlines record historical be-

haviors of all the passengers in their information sys-

tems, and each record is actually a passenger group. For

example, in the field of civil aviation, a PNR contains

the travel information of a group of passengers who

book air tickets together. From such travel records, we

can construct co-travel networks in which the edges to

some extent reveal the social relations between passen-

gers in the real world.

Given a set of passenger groups S = {gn}, we simply

construct a co-travel network G = (V,E) by extracting

relations from each passenger group gn, as outlined in

Algorithm 1.

4.2 Relation Classification

In partially labeled co-travel networks, we have

known a small part of relation labels, which can be used

as the training set to infer the unknown labels. The

basic idea for relation labeling is employing traditional

classifiers to classify each relation separately, where all

the labels are assumed to be independent and identi-

cally distributed (IID). But in fact, some dependencies

may exist among the labels of relations in co-travel net-

works, for instance, the transitivity dependencies exist
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among the family relations. Suppose that passengers A

and B are family members, so are passengers B and C,

and then the passengers A and C should also be family

members. Considering such dependencies, we employ a

collective classification algorithm to classify the social

relations between passengers in co-travel networks.

4.2.1 Generating Features

According to different generation mechanisms, we

divide the features into three categories: historical

co-travel statistics, demographic characteristics, and

network-based features.

Historical Co-Travel Statistics. Historical co-travel

statistics are based on the co-travel behaviors between

passengers. For example, different types of relations

may have different travel patterns, e.g., different co-

travel times and mileages; family members usually

check in together and sit adjacently while colleagues

may not, so the check-in number and seat difference

may be very important to the relation classification; in

addition, from the aspect of travel time, family mem-

bers usually choose to travel on weekends or holidays,

while colleagues may frequently travel on workdays, so

the ratios of co-travel times on weekends, holidays, and

workdays may also play an important role. Table 2 lists

all the historical co-travel statistics and their formuliza-

tions.

Demographic Characteristics. The demographic

characteristics (e.g., age, gender, birthplace, and sur-

name) are another type of important features. Different

types of relation may have different demographic cha-

racteristics. For example, the age difference is usually

great between parents and children, and small among

children, while it is not sure among colleagues. The

gender composition may also be helpful for relation-

ship classification. For example, the gender composi-

tion must be male and female between parents, while

it is not sure among colleagues. In addition, children

almost have the same surname with their fathers, while

colleagues usually have different surnames. The de-

mographic characteristics we consider in our work and

their formulizations are listed in Table 3.

Network-Based Features. All the above features of

passenger relations are directly generated from the re-

lations themselves, without considering the structural

features of relations in the whole co-travel network. In

fact, the rich link information of networks can also gene-

rate features which are helpful to infer the labels of re-

lations. This paper considers several kinds of common

network structure features of edge. Table 4 lists all the

network-based attributes and their formulizations.

4.2.2 Conditional Random Fields

Conditional random fields (CRF) are undirected

graphical models developed for labeling sequence data,

which represent the conditional distribution over a set

of hidden random variables given the observed ones.

We use F = (X,Y, E) to represent a CRF, where X is

the set of observed random variables, Y is the set of

hidden random variables, and these variables are con-

Table 2. Historical Co-Travel Statistics

Feature Formulization

Co-travel times co travel cntij = |Rij |

Average co-travel mileage avg distij =

∑
rt
ij

∈Rij
miletij

|Rij |

Maximum co-travel mileage max distij = maxrt
ij

∈Rij
miletij

Minimum co-travel mileage min distij = minrt
ij

∈Rij
miletij

Average seat number difference avg seatij =

∑
rt
ij

∈Rij
|seatti−seattj |

|Rij |

Maximum seat number difference max seatij = maxrt
ij

∈Rij
|seatti − seattj |

Minimum seat number difference min seatij = minrt
ij

∈Rij
|seatti − seattj |

Average check-in number difference avg checkinij =

∑
rt
ij

∈Rij
|checkint

i−checkint
j |

|Rij |

Count of co-travel on workdays workday cntij

Ratio of co-travel on workdays workday ratioij =
workday cntij

|Rij |

Count of co-travel on weekends weekend cntij

Ratio of co-travel on weekends weekend ratioij =
weekend cntij

|Rij |

Count of co-travel on holidays holiday cntij

Ratio of co-travel on holidays holiday ratioij =
holiday cntij

|Rij |
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Table 3. Demographic Features

Feature Formulization

Age difference age diffij = |agei − agej |

Whether same birthplace birth placeij =

{

1, if birth placei = birth placej

0, otherwise

Gender combination 1 gender1ij =

{

1, if genderi = genderj = F

0, otherwise

Gender combination 2 gender2ij =

{

1, if genderi = genderj = M

0, otherwise

Gender combination 3 gender3ij =

{

1, if genderi 6= genderj

0, otherwise

Whether same surname surnameij =

{

1, if surnamei = surnamej

0, otherwise

nected by a set of undirected edges E which indicates

the relevancies between them. Let x be an assignment

of values to X and y be an assignment of values to Y .

CRF F defines a conditional distribution P (y|x) over

the hidden states y conditioned on the observations x.

Table 4. Network-Based Features

Feature Formulization

Number of
common
neighbors

com neighbor cntij = |Γi ∩ Γj |

Average degree
of common
neighbors

avg com neighbor dij =

∑
pk∈Γi∩Γj

dk

com neighbor cntij

Betweenness betweennessij =
|SPij|∑

ekl∈E |SPkl|

For a CRF F = (X,Y, E), a clique c is a set of

nodes in F such that each pair u, v ∈ c is connected

by an edge. Let C be the set of cliques in F . Then, a

CRF factorizes the conditional distribution into a prod-

uct of clique potentials φc(xc, yc), where xc and yc are

the conditional and the target variables in clique c re-

spectively. Clique potential φc is a non-negative real

function defined on c, which indicates the compatibility

among the variables in the clique. Given an assignment

xc ∪ yc, the larger the potential value, the more likely

the assignment. By using clique potentials, the condi-

tional distribution over the target variables in a graph

is defined as:

P (y | x) =
1

Z(x)

∏

c∈C(G)

φc(xc, yc), (1)

where Z(x) is the partition function dependent on x:

Z(x) =
∑

y′

∏

c∈C(G)

φc(xc, y
′

c).

The potential is often represented by a log-linear

combination of a set of feature functions:

φc(xc, yc) = exp{
∑

k

wkfk(xc, yc)}

= exp{wc × fc(xc, yc)},

where wk is the weight of the k-th feature function fk.

Then the log-linear representation of (1) can be abbre-

viated as follows:

logP (y | x) =
∑

c∈C(G)

∑

k

wkfk(xc, yc)− logZ(x)

= w × f(x, y)− logZ(x).

Constructing CRF. In the relation classification in

co-travel networks, we employ the transitivity depen-

dencies of family relations mentioned before to con-

struct CRF. The relations are corresponding to the tar-

get variables Y in CRF and their content features are

corresponding to the conditional variables X . An edge

between any pair of target variables (Ym, Yn) is estab-

lished if the relations m and n are neighboring (i.e.,

have a common node) in the co-travel network. We

need to define cliques and the feature functions for the

clique potentials. Two types of cliques need to be de-

fined: evidence cliques and compatibility cliques. An

evidence clique is a dyad clique that consists of a tar-

get variable and one of its content features. It indicates

the direct dependency of the target variable conditioned

on the feature. Compatibility cliques consist entirely of

target variables which indicate the correlations among

target variables.

Referring to the classification of family and non-

family relations in this paper, we define triad compati-

bility cliques according to the transitivity regularity. If

any three relations form a loop in the co-travel network,

then we establish a compatibility clique for their cor-

responding target variables in the CRF. Then we need
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to define the feature functions for the clique potentials.

Here we just define potentials for a binary classification

model. For the dyad evidence cliques, we use the indi-

cator functions with the form fk(xk, y) = y×xk, where

y = ±1, xk ∈ [0, 1]. And for the triad compatibility

cliques, we simply use a single feature function to track

whether the three labels are the same:

fk(ym, yn, yl) =

{

1, if ym = yn = yl,

0, otherwise.

Learning and Inference. Maximum likelihood esti-

mation (MLE) can be used to learn the parameters of

CRFs[6]. In the process of parameters estimation, com-

puting the expected feature function directly is an NP-

hard problem in general. Consequently, we cannot per-

form an exact inference and need to use approximate in-

ference algorithms in CRF. Belief propagation (BP)[33]

and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)[34] are two

kinds of approximate inference algorithms which are

employed commonly.

Wan et al.[35] employed pseudo-likelihood to ap-

proximately describe the CRF and proposed a maxi-

mum pseudo-likelihood estimation (MPLE) to learn

parameters without using approximate inference algo-

rithms. Simultaneously, for making the inference pro-

cedure converge more quickly, the authors proposed an

iterative inference algorithm. With only a little loss of

accuracy, the pseudo-likelihood based CRF can greatly

improve the efficiency of learning and inference. Thus

we employ this approach in our experiments.

4.3 Discovering Family Groups

In this subsection, we will discuss how to utilize the

results of relation classification to detect family groups

in passenger co-travel networks. The basic idea is that

the more likely two passengers have a family relation-

ship, the more likely they belong to the same family.

Thus we take the probability that a relation is labeled

as “Family” to be its weight, and then use a weighted

community detection method to identify family groups.

After the relation classification, we get the proba-

bility of each possible label for a relation, and then the

label with the maximum probability is identified as the

true label of the relation. Such a probability indicates

not only the possibility that the relation belongs to a

certain type of relations, but also the tightness of the

relation under the type. Consequently, in this work, we

can use the probabilities of the label “Family” of rela-

tions as the weights, and employ weighted community

detection methods to discover family groups. Many

sophisticated community detection methods, such as

Infomap[24] and BGLL[23], can be used in the frame-

work.

In order to reduce the influence of low-weight edges

to the community detection algorithms, we set a thres-

hold ξ to filter them. First of all, the relations whose

weights are less than threshold ξ are removed from

the network directly, and then we start to execute the

weighted community detection algorithms.

Fig.2 illustrates the process of employing weighted

community detection method to discover family groups

in co-travel networks. Fig.2(a) is a simple co-travel net-

work, in which a solid line indicates a family relation

while a dashed one indicates a non-family relation. Af-

ter relation classification, we get the weighted family

relation network, as shown in Fig.2(b). Finally, we use

weighted community detection algorithms to discover

family groups, as shown in Fig.2(c).

General community detection algorithms assume

that all the edges in a network are equal, while the

weighted ones take into account the different influences

of edges with different weights to the community struc-

ture of the network. Consequently, the communities

discovered through the weighted community detection

(a) (b)
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Fig.2. Process of employing weighted community detection to discover family groups in passenger co-travel networks. (a) Passenger
co-travel network. (b) Weighted family relation network. (c) Detected family groups.
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algorithms are more accurate and reasonable. Using

the weighted community detection algorithms based on

the results of relation classification is able to utilize the

link structure of the whole network to revise the devia-

tion of the mislabeling of relations, which makes the

detected family groups more accurate.

5 Experiments

In this section, we present a set of experiments on

a real-world dataset to evaluate the performance of

our proposed family passenger group discovering frame-

work.

5.1 Dataset

We collected a dataset from the encrypted civil avia-

tion PNRs provided by TravelSky Technology Ltd. 1○,

which is the largest civil aviation IT provider in China.

The dataset contains the information of passengers

(e.g., ID, gender, and age) and historical travel records

(e.g., passenger ID, flight number, origin, destination,

departure time, and seat number) from 2010 to 2011. It

should be emphasized that the personal and travel in-

formation used in our experiments is private and must

be seriously protected. In fact, all the passenger IDs,

flight numbers, origins, destinations, departure time,

and seat numbers appearing in our dataset had been

irreversibly encrypted by the provider, so that one can-

not backtrack a specific passenger from the encrypted

data.

Based on the dataset, we construct a passenger co-

travel network which contains 13 492 passengers, and

25 383 relationships. Some of the passenger relation

types (family or non-family) in the network are previ-

ously labeled by the provider so that the structure of

family groups is known and we have 378 family groups

in total. Statistics of the dataset is shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Statistics of the Dataset

Number of passengers 13 492.00

Number of relations 25 383.00

Number of labeled family relationships 2 104.00

Number of labeled non-family relationships 4 835.00

Number of labeled family groups 378.00

Average number of family groups 3.87

5.2 Experimental Setup

As mentioned before, general community detection

cannot effectively discover family groups since it does

not consider the community types. In our experiments,

we use two popular general community detection algo-

rithms, i.e., Infomap[24] and BGLL[23], to verify this

assertion. These two methods can automatically iden-

tify the number of communities and are considered to

be the most efficient community detection methods up

to now.

Our proposed framework includes two main phases,

relation classification and community detection. In

the relation classification phase, we compare the per-

formance of our proposed collective classification al-

gorithm (i.e., the classifier based on conditional ran-

dom fields) with a traditional classifier (i.e., logistic

regression), to identify family relations. In the com-

munity detection phase, we compare the performance

of our proposed weighted community detection method

(Infomap[24] is employed as the basic community detec-

tion algorithm) with two baseline methods:

Edge Cutting. This is a very simple method which

directly uses the labels of relations in co-travel net-

works. For each relation, we remove it from the net-

work if it is not a family relation (i.e., the probability

that the relation is labeled as “Family” is less than a

certain threshold ξ); otherwise, we remain it. And then

the network is partitioned into many connected compo-

nents and the family groups are generated naturally.

Signed Network Community Detection. Traag and

Bruggeman[30] proposed a model to incorporate both

positive and negative links to detect communities in

signed networks. For our co-travel networks, based on

the results of relation classification, we treat family rela-

tions as positive links and non-family relations as nega-

tive links, and then use the model proposed in [30] to

detect family groups. We also use the threshold ξ to

divide all the relations into positive and negative links.

Specifically, we let the relations whose probabilities of

the “Family” label are less than ξ be negative links;

otherwise, positive links.

Evaluation Metrics. Based on the labeled data, we

use precision, recall, F1-measure, and rand index (RI)

to evaluate the results of discovering family groups by

different methods, according to whether a passenger re-

lation (i.e., a pair of passengers) is accurately divided

into real families. Let TP represent the number of real

family relations which are correctly divided into the

1○http://www.travelsky.net/, June 2015.
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same families, TN represent the number of real fam-

ily relations which are incorrectly divided into different

families, FP represent the number of non-family rela-

tions which are correctly divided into different families,

and FN represent the number of non-family relations

which are incorrectly divided into the same families,

then we have

Precision = TP/(TP + FP ),

Recall = TP/(TP + FN),

F1 = 2× Precision×Recall/(Precision+Recall),

RI = (TP + TN)/(TP + FP + FN + TN).

5.3 Experimental Results

We first report the experimental results of relation

classification, and then compare the performance of dis-

covering family groups by different methods, including

general community detection algorithms and the met-

hods based on relation classification, i.e., edge cutting,

signed network community detection, and weighted

community detection.

5.3.1 Results of Relation Classification

In the process of relation classification, we employ

logistic regression and CRF to execute a 5-fold cross

validation on the labeled data respectively. The average

precision of logistic regression is 81.63%, while that of

CRF is 89.16% (increased by 7.53%). In order to com-

pare the effectiveness of the two methods, Fig.3 gives

their ROC curves respectively, from which we can see

that the collective classification method (i.e., CRF) is

obviously superior to the traditional classifier (i.e., lo-

gistic regression).
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Fig.3. ROC curves of different classifiers.

The experimental results demonstrate that to clas-

sify the relations between passengers from the perspec-

tive of co-travel networks by employing collective clas-

sification (i.e., CRF) is much better than that by tradi-

tional classifiers based on the IID assumption. That is

because the collective classification not only utilizes the

content attributes of each instance, but also considers

the correlations among the instances by modeling the

probabilistic dependencies among the target variables.

To assess the importance of different features, we

calculate the significance (i.e., the P -values) and con-

tribution of each feature. For the contribution index,

we in turn remove each feature from the logistic regres-

sion model and evaluate the performance degradation

by each feature. The P -values (p) and contributions (c)

of different features are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Significances and Contributions of Features

Feature p c(%)

Historical Co-travel times 0.543 +0.53

co-travel Travel distance 0.436 +0.64

statistics Average co-travel mileage 0.611 +0.56

Maximum co-travel mileage 0.731 +0.34

Minimum co-travel mileage 0.669 +0.35

Average seat distance 0.032 +3.93

Maximum seat distance 0.396 +1.76

Minimum seat distance 0.188 +2.41

Average check-in interval 0.045 +4.67

Count of co-travel on workdays 0.316 +1.28

Ratio of co-travel on workdays 0.079 +2.95

Count of co-travel on weekends 0.201 +1.66

Ratio of co-travel on weekends 0.036 +4.36

Count of co-travel on holidays 0.152 +1.20

Ratio of co-travel on holidays 0.017 +5.78

Demographic Age difference 0.181 +1.33

characteristics Whether same birthplace 0.397 +0.57

Gender combination 1 0.432 +0.62

Gender combination 2 0.531 +0.36

Gender combination 3 0.136 +1.60

Whether same surname 0.089 +2.34

Network-based Number of common neighbors 0.217 +1.02

features Average degree of common
neighbors

0.526 +0.25

Betweenness 0.135 +1.19

From Table 6, we can see that the two measures are

very consistent. The four most important features are

average seat distance (p = 0.032, c = +3.93%), average

check-in interval (p = 0.045, c = +4.67%), ratio of co-

travel on weekends (p = 0.036, c = +4.36%), and ratio

of co-travel on holidays (p = 0.017, c = +5.78%). Be-

sides, some other features, such as ratio of co-travel on
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workdays, whether same surname, betweenness, gender

combination 3, and age difference, are also helpful to

the classification.

5.3.2 Results of Discovering Family Groups

The performance of general community detection to

discover family groups in co-travel networks is shown in

Table 7, where two popular community detection algo-

rithms, i.e., Infomap[24] and BGLL[23], are employed.

We can see that the precisions of both algorithms are

very low, even though their recalls are quite high. This

demonstrates that too many non-family relations are in-

correctly regarded as family relations and many wrong

family groups are detected.

Table 7. Performance of General Community Detection

Algorithm

Infomap (%) BGLL (%)

Precision 59.58 50.39

Recall 95.90 99.85

F1-measure 73.50 66.98

RI 65.43 50.78

Based on the best results of classification by CRF,

we employ the edge cutting, Traag’s signed network

community detection and weighted Infomap[24] algo-

rithm to discover family groups respectively. The re-

sults are shown in Fig.4, in which the X -axis indicates

the values of the threshold ξ, and the Y -axis indicates

the values of different indices (i.e., Precision, Recall, F1

and RI). From Fig.4, we can see that the precision be-

comes better and better while the recall becomes worse

and worse with the growth of the threshold. The edge

cutting method achieves its best performance when the

threshold equals 0.6 (where the F1-measure reaches a

maximum value of 91.32%), and the signed network

community detection method achieves its best perfor-

mance when the threshold equals 0.7 (where the F1-

measure reaches a maximum value of 91.71%), while

the weighted community detection method achieves its

best performance when the threshold equals 0.3 (where

the F1-measure reaches a maximum value of 92.72%).

Overall, the weighted community detection method

outperforms the edge cutting and the signed network

community detection method, and it performs more

stablely over all the thresholds and increases the best

F1-measure by 1.40% and 1.01% respectively, which

demonstrates that community detection based on the

results of relation classification is an effective way to de-

tect typed communities. Taking the probability-formed

results of relation classification as the weights of net-

works, weighted community detection algorithms can

easily discover communities of a specific type.

Based on the same results of relation classification,

the weighted community detection method is superior

to the simple edge cutting method and the signed net-

work community detection method. The disadvantage

of the latter two methods is that the community detec-

tion accuracy is completely dependent on the accuracy

of relation classification, and the mislabeling of some

key relations may lead to some serious errors in family

group detection. While the weighted community de-

tection not only utilizes the link information, but also

considers the influence of the weights of edges to the
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network community structure. It uses the link struc-

ture of the whole network to revise the deviation of the

mislabeling of relations, and thus makes the detected

family groups more accurate.

Because the edge cutting and the signed network

community detection methods divide all the relations

into family (positive) or non-family (negative) links ac-

cording to the threshold ξ, they are more sensitive to

the threshold, while the weighted community detection

method is not so sensitive.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we studied how to discover family

groups based on the personal information and histori-

cal travel records of passengers in the field of civil avia-

tion, and proposed a family group detection framework

by combing relation classification and weighted commu-

nity detection, in the context of passenger social net-

works. First of all, we constructed passenger co-travel

networks based on their co-travel behaviors extracted

from the historical travel records; secondly, we designed

a serious of features and used a collective classification

algorithm to classify the social relations between pas-

sengers into the family or non-family relations; finally,

we employed weighted community detection method

to discover family groups based on the results of rela-

tion classification. Experimental results on a real-world

dataset demonstrated that our approach can effectively

find family groups from massive passengers.

Obviously, our proposed framework can also be ap-

plied to discover specific typed groups in other network

fields. For example, it may be used to identify col-

league groups from email networks, find adviser-advisee

groups in co-author networks, discover function groups

from protein interaction networks, etc.
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